SPARTAN RAW ‘22 ENTRY FORM

Full name:
Address:

Contact number:

Email:

Sex (male/female):

Date Of Birth:

Age (on day of competition):
PLEASE NOTE: This competition is raw without wraps only. Knee sleeves (7mm
neoprene) permitted for squats.
Category. Please circle/highlight:
FULL POWER

BENCH ONLY

DEADLIFT ONLY

PUSH/PULL

Weight class (male). Please circle/highlight:
56

60

67.5

75

82.5

90

100

110

125

140

140+

Weight class (female). Please circle/highlight:
44

48

52

Age category:
T-shirt size:

56

60

67.5

Teen

75

82.5
Junior

90

100

110

Open

110+
Masters

BANK TRANSFER PAYMENT OF £60 TO:
Jack Lovett
23596260
30 87 84
Ref: competitor full name

TERMS & CONDITIONS
I hereby agree to enter this competition on the following terms:
1. I waive and release any and all claims and damages I may have against Spartan
Performance LTD, the organisers, volunteers, venue owners, their representatives, successors,
and assignees for any and all injuries and bodily harm that I may suffer while competing at the
Spartan Raw ‘22. I attest and verify that I have full knowledge of all the risks involved with my
participation in this event, and that to the best of my knowledge I am physically fit and able to
participate. I acknowledge that I take part and am present completely at my own risk full
responsibility for any incident that may occur.
2. That I know of no reason why I should not take part on the grounds of ill health or any other
associated condition, known or unknown.
3. I have paid my entry fee which I understand is non refundable under any circumstances.
4. Due to current conditions, I understand this competition may be postponed or cancelled and
agree to this.
5. I understand the health risks involved and am attending in full knowledge of those risks which
I am solely responsible for. I do not hold Spartan Performance LTD responsible for any health
condition incurred from attendance to this venue or competition.
6. I understand that I must comply with all health and safety regimes put in place for this
competition and failure to do so will result in my removal from this competition without refund.
NAME (printed):
NAME (signed):
DATE:
Once completed, email this form to: info@spartanperformance.co.uk

